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Abstract: Single hopping is implemented by using software approach over IEEE802.11WLAN card using
orthogonality concept and protocol. Most feature of single hopping is to achieve virtual Wi-Fi network. Design
parameters of this approach are time delay and energy consumption .There are many scenarios where a
wireless device connect to virtual Wi-Fi network. In this paper we improve the energy consumption and reduce
the switching delay over popular IEEE 802.11 WLAN and present the performance of virtual Wi-Fi for single
hop ad hoc network in terms of delay and energy consumption. Finally we approached multihopping in an ad
hoc network using channelization with node synchronization.
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I.

Introduction

Virtual Wi-Fi helps a user connect to multiple IEEE 802.11 networks with one card . It works by
exposing multiple virtual adapters, one for each wireless network to which connectivity is desired, virtual Wi-Fi
uses a network hopping scheme to switch the wireless card across the desired wireless networks. Switching
between networks is transparent to the applications, such that the user feels he is connected to multiple wireless
networks simultaneously. Virtual Wi-Fi is implemented as an intermediate driver and a user level service in
window xp. Virtual Wi-Fi interacts with the card device driver at the lower end ,and network protocol at the
upper end .the buffering protocol is implemented in the kernel and the switching logic is implemented as a user
level device .There are many papers that articulate the benefits of virtualization [5],[9],[18].Dr. Ranveer
Chandra said in his paper [1] that virtual Wi-Fi nodes can save up to 50% of energy consumed over nodes with
two cards , while providing similar functionality . In this paper we also quantify the delay versus energy trade
off for switching nodes over performance sensitive applications.
Virtual Wi-Fi is virtualization architecture for wireless LAN for a single ho adhoc network .Virtual WiFi allows a user to simultaneously connect his machine to multiple wireless networks. This new functionality
introduced by virtual Wi-Fi enables many new applications which are not possible earlier using a WLAN card.
For example
With virtual Wi-Fi we can connect to a guest’s machine or play games over an adhoc network; while
surfing the web via an infrastructure network.

We can use virtual Wi-Fi to connect our adhoc network which may contain many nodes to the internet
using only one node

Virtual Wi-Fi can helps make our home infrastructure network elastic by extending its access to nodes that
are out of range of our home Wi-Fi Access point.
This virtual Wi-Fi is used for singlehop ad hoc network. For multihop nodes of adhoc network
synchronization is problem and can we approach by sloted seeded channel hopping (SSCH).
Algorithm:
The main objective of this algorithm is to introduce and reduce the switching delay so that power
consumption of the device can be reduced and this algorithm uses the following variables.
1. Active period of the network i, ActPi
2. Switching time for the network i, STi.
3. Switching cycle for all networks, SC.
4. Elapsed time inside ActPi, ETActPi.
When a virtual Wi-Fi node switches to a network j where it has not yet form a adhoc network with
other node. It stays at least twice of switching cycle to hear announcements from other nodes in j. There is a
leader of an ad hoc network with largest MAC address .every node knows the switching cycle, which is the
same for all the nodes and all nodes are to be synchronized with leader node.
Estate diagram:
The working of virtual Wi-Fi is illustrated using a state diagram in Figure 3 comprising eight states. It
is assumed that the wireless card running virtual Wi-Fi is connected to a maximum of n networks, {N1, N2, Nn }.
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Let numNets denote the number of simultaneous networks to which the card is associated at a particular instant,
and Ti denote the activity period, ActPi, i.e. the time a card stays in a network Ni.Given these notations the
states in Figure 1 are explained as follows:
• START: Cards start in this state when they are either not connected to a wireless network, or are not using
virtual Wi-Fi to connect to them. They might be connected to at most one wireless network.
• INIT Nj: Wireless cards enter this state when they want to join a new wireless network Nj. They can enter this
state either from the ‘START’ state, or the ‘ACTIVE Ni’ state described later. On entering the ‘INIT Nj’ state,
the card sets up a virtual adapter for network Nj if it does not exist. After creating the virtual adapter, it
synchronizes with other nodes if Nj is an ad hoc network. Nodes also set up the data structures for buffering and
maintaining other information in this state.
• ACTIVE Ni: The wireless card is connected to wireless network Ni in this state. Packets sent over this network
are sent based on the scheme described in subsections V-B and V-D, and the packets sent over other networks N
k _= Ni are buffered to be sent later.

• PASSIVE Ni: After the wireless card has spent a time Ti in network Ni it moves to the ‘PASSIVE Ni’ state.
The network stack corresponding to Ni is deactivated. Consequently, all packets sent over Ni are buffered till the
corresponding stack is activated later in state ‘SWITCH Nj’. The state corresponding to Ni is stored, and is used
to switch back to this network later on.
• SWITCH Nj: Wireless cards enter this state when the current network Ni is either removed in state ‘STOP Ni’,
or the time Ti in it has expired. In both these cases, cards use the switching strategy to determine the next
wireless network, Nj , to connect to, and the time, Tj , the card should stay on it. The card then connects to
network Nj, activates the corresponding network stack, and sends all the packets that were buffered on it. Then
the card sets i = j and moves to state ‘ACTIVE Ni’.
• STOP Ni: Cards have the option of leaving a network. They enter this state if they want to leave a network Ni.
All the packets for this network are canceled and the virtual adapter for this network is destroyed. If Virtual WiFi is still used to connect to more than one wireless network, i.e. numNets > 1, the card goes to the ‘SWITCH
Nj’ state, and connects to the next network. Otherwise, the card goes to ‘END’ state.
• STOP ALL: Cards get to this state when Virtual Wi-Fi is to be uninstalled from the network interface. Virtual
Wi-Fi cancels the
packets buffered for all the numNets networks, and destroys the corresponding virtual adapters. Then the card
moves to the ‘END’ state.
• END: The wireless card is connected to at most one network in this state. Virtual Wi-Fi is uninstalled from the
network interface, and traditional techniques are used to connect to the singular wireless network.
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II.

Approach For Implementation

Switching delay:
Good performance of Virtual Wi-Fi depends on a short delay when switching across networks.
However, legacy IEEE 802.11b cards perform the entire association procedure every time they switch to a
network. We carried out a detailed analysis of the time to associate to an IEEE 802.11 network eplaced a laptop
in the vicinity of the two Virtual Wi-Fi machines and installed an IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN packet analyzer
called AiroPeek [6] on it. AiroPeek supports higher level network protocols such as TCP/IP and fully decodes
IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b WLAN protocols. It is used for analyzing wireless network performance with
accurate identification of signal strength, channel and data rates. The 802.11 messages sent when switching to
an ad hoc network are illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the steps on switching to an infrastructure network.
Of particular interest is the significant overhead when switching to a network

Fig.2 Message exchange when switching to an ad hoc network on the wireless adapter

Fig.3 Message exchange, when switching to an infrastructure network on the wireless adapter
Looking at Figures 2 and 3, we see a significant overhead when switching from one network to
another. In fact, a more baffling characteristic is the amount of delay. The delay is an astronomical delay of 3.9
seconds was observed from the time the card started associating to an ad hoc network, after switching from an
infrastructure network,
to the time it started sending data.
4
Minor modification results in significant improvement in the switching overhead as shown in Table I.
Using the above optimization, we were able to reduce the switching delay from 2.8 seconds to 300 ms when
switching from an ad hoc network to an infrastructure network and from 3.9 seconds to 170 ms when switching
from an infrastructure network to an ad hoc network. These numbers are further reduced to as low as 30 ms and
25 ms respectively, when NextGen 802.11 cards are used [12]
Table-1
The Delays On Switching Between Is And Ah Networks For Ieee 802.11 Cards With And Without The
Optimization Of Trapping Media Connect And Disconnect Messages.
Switching form

Unoptimized legacy

Optimized Legacy

IS to AH
Ah to IS

3.8 sec.
2.8 sec.

170 ms
300 ms

Optimized
Next
Generation 802.11
25 ms
30 ms

Interaction with Zero Configuration:
Wireless Zero Configuration (WZC) is a service in Windows XP that forces connectivity to the first
available wireless network in a user’s list of ‘Preferred Networks’. This feature of WZC interferes with the
correct functionality of virtual Wi-Fi, since there is not a single ‘Preferred Network’ in virtual Wi-Fi, but
multiple wireless networks to which connectivity is desired. Therefore, we have to stop WZC for MultiNet to
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function correctly. WZC implements the client 802.1X [11] protocol for wireless network authentication, and
we are currently modifying the WZC code to not force network connectivity, and run virtual Wi-Fi along with
it, to provide the best features of both WZC and virtual Wi-Fi. Alternatively, it is possible to treat the different
virtual miniports as different wireless adapters to the user, and then allow WZC to have a preferred network for
every virtual adapter.
Addressing:
Virtual Wi-Fi requires network dependent IP addresses for the different virtual adapters exposed by it.
However, this turned out to be a difficult constraint. In particular, an ad hoc network works in Windows by
assigning the node an autonet address. i.e.169.254.x.y address. In Windows XP, a node is assigned an autonet
address only if it is unable to get a proper DHCP address. This scheme works fine if the network card stays in
the ad hoc node for some time. However, in our implementation, the network card periodically switches
between networks. If one of the networks is an infrastructure network, or a network with a DHCP server, the
DHCP request gets through and the ad hoc node gets an IP address outside the range of autonet addresses. We
fixed this problem by manually allocating IP addresses for the virtual miniports.

III.

Results

Figure 4 shows the time taken to simultaneously transfer this file over Virtual Wi-Fi using different
switching strategies for legacy cards. We evaluated 3 different Fixed Priority switching schemes. In the ‘50%IS
50%AH’ strategy the node stays on each network for 500ms. In the ‘75%IS 25%AH’ scheme it stays on the
infrastructure network for 750ms and on the ad hoc network for 250ms, and in the ‘25%IS 75%AH’ scheme the
node stays on the infrastructure network for 250 ms and the ad hoc network for 750ms. For the Adaptive Traffic
algorithm we used a window of 3 switching cycles to estimate the Activity Periods. In this case the window is
3*1.8 = 5.4 seconds since a switching cycle is 500+300+1000 = 1800 ms.

Fig. 4 Amount of time taken to complete the FTP transfer of a file on an ad hoc and infrastructure network for
different switching strategies.
TCP performance:
we show the performance degradation for a two network Virtual Wi-Fi in Figure 5.Packets were sent,
using ntttcp, over the infrastructure network from the Virtual Wi-Fi node to another node in the network. Ntttcp,
which is a port of ttcp [17] to Windows, works by establishing a TCP session between two nodes and sending
the packets at the maximum rate. The activity period for both the networks was fixed at 500 ms. We present
results for three scenarios in Figure 5.‘No Virtual Wi-Fi’ corresponds to the case when the sender and receiver
are connected to just one network, ‘Virtual Wi-Fi No Buffer’ is when the sender is connected to two networks
using Virtual Wi-Fi while the receiver does not buffer packets, and ‘Virtual Wi-Fi Buffer’s the scenario when
the receiver buffers packets for the Virtual Wi-Fi node. The results show that the performance drops by a factor
of four when using Virtual Wi-Fi with buffering and drops further when the receiver does not buffer packets.
Without buffering the throughput of the system goes down to a seventh of the maximum achievable throughput.
Although performance drops significantly, Virtual Wi-Fi is still usable with a throughput of around 500 Kbps.
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Fig.5. TCP Performance in mixed deployment settings: with and without Virtual Wi-Fi buffering.
As shown in Table 2, the average throughput of Virtual Wi-Fi in the infrastructure mode is 4.35 Mbps
compared to 5.8 Mbps in the two radio case. The average throughput in the ad hoc network is 1.1 Mbps in
Virtual Wi-Fi and 4.4 Mbps when using two radios. Switching results in lesser throughput across individual
networks
Table -2
The Average Throughput In The Ad Hoc And Infrastructure Networks Using Both Strategies Of Virtual Wi-Fi
And Two Radios
Network
Ad Hoc
Infrastructure

Two radio
4.4 Mbps
5.8 Mbps

Virtual Wi-Fi
1.1 Mbps
4.35 Mbps

Power save mode:
In 802.11 WLAN there is a power save mode (PSM), using this mode we can reduce the amount of
energy more in Virtual Wi-Fi .Figure 6 shows the energy uses by two radios and virtual Wi-Fi with and without
PSM. Table 3 shows the average packet delay over the network with PSM.

Scheme

Table-3
Average Delay (in sec.)

Two radio
Virtual Wi-Fi
Two radio with PS
Virtual Wi-Fi with PS

o.oo1
0.157
0.156
0.167

Improved average delay (in
sec.)
0.001
0.157
0.156
0.169

Fig.6. Energy usage when using Virtual Wi-Fi and two radios with IEEE 802.11Power Saving
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IV.

Conclusion

We described a new virtualization architecture called Virtual Wi-Fi, which allows a user to connect to
multiple wireless networks by virtualizing the WLAN card. Several compelling real life scenarios are described
that motivate the need for Virtual Wi-Fi. We analyze switching algorithm in terms of delay and energy
consumption.

V.

Future Work

Virtual Wi-Fi is implemented for single hopping ad hoc network because there is no problem for node
synchronization but this problem exists in multihopping. Our approach is to implement this in multihopping
using sloted seeded channel hopping (SSCH) with the help of channelization of orthogonalization
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